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handle 16. Due to a feature of constructioil which will 
be pointed out hereinafter the blade and shank can be 
stamped out in one piece from heavy sheet stock of proper 
metallurgical composition. There thus are eliminated 
the costly, time-co~suming and intricate operations here- 
tofore employed when the blade and shank of a bayonet 
were conventionally made by forging. 

A guard 2s at the base of the blade is formed with a 
rectangular opening to admit the shank, the guard being 
seated on shoulders 29 between the blade and shank. 

Pursuant to a feature of the present invention novel 

2 Claims. (C1. 30-342) means is provided to hold the guard against said shoulders, 
said means constituting triangular plates 22 disposed on 
opposite sides of the shank and permanently secured to 

This invention relates to bayonets. 13 the shank, as by a tubular rivet 24. The distance between 
It is an object of the present invention to provide a the guard and the rivet hole in the shank when the guard 

F bayonet having a simple, study, and inexpensive means  buts the shoulders is siigiiiiy less than the distance be- 
for attaching the guard to the blade. tween the rivet hole in a plate and the front edge 26 of 

It is another object of the present invention to provide ihe plate. Prior to mounting, the plates are bent ont- 
a bayonet which can be secured to the gas chamber of 20 aardly just forward of the rivet holes to an extent such 
a conventional rifle without my alteration to the rifle at that, as shown in Fig. 7, when the rivet 24 is tightened 
the point of attachment. the front edges 26 of the plates will lightly hold the guard 

I? is another object of the present invention to provide against the shoulders. Thereafter, the handle of the 
a bayonet oE the character described having a releasing bayonet is placed between the ram R and anvil A of a 
and automatic locking lever which, although made from 25 press 28 which bend the plates into juxtaposition with the 
shcet metal, can be manipulated by a gloved hand. shank, thereby creating a pressure which tightly holds the 

i t  is anorher object of the present invention to provide guard against the shonlder. To aid in obtaining sym- 
a baj~ocet having a lever of the character described metrical pressure the center of each plate n a y  be notched 
which is not cantilever mounted and hence is particularly as shown. 
smooth, positive and reliable in operation. 30 A button 30 is secured to the guard adjacent its top, 

It is another object of the present invention to pro- said button facing rearwardly and being adapted to register 
iiide a bayonet haring a lever of the character described with the hole in the end of the gas chamber of a con- 
which locks at two points instead of the usual one. ventional rifle, thereby enabling the bayonet to be sus- 

It is another object of the present invention to provide pended from the gas chamber without having to change 
a bayonet in which the connecting T-slot is formed by 35 or add to the rifle a: this point. 
tracks separate from the blade so that the tracks can be The locking and releasing assembly comprises a lever 
milled with an ordinary cutter and so that a stamped 32 fabricated from sheet metal by a blanking and folding 
rather than a forged blade can be used. operation so that it has two arms 34 joined at its front end 

It is another object of the present invention to provide by a broad operation pad 36. The centers 38 of the arms 
a bsyonet of the character described which can be effec- 40 are enlarged and pierced in registration to rotatably re- 
tively wielded or locked to a rifle even when the handle ceive the opposite ends of a pin 40 which is fixed in the 
cover is removed. shank transversely and prorrudes from opposite sides 

Other objects of the invention will in part be obvious thereof. It will be observed that this enlargement pro- 
and in part will be pointed out hereinafter. vides a pair of spaced bearings for the lever and thus 

The invention accordingly consists in the features of 45 obtains a smoother and more positive and reliable action 
construcfion, combinations of elements, and arrangements than was secured heretofare with the conventional single 
of parts which will be exemplified in the instruments cantilever bearing. 

I hereinafter described and of which the scope of applica- The pad 36 which constitutes the bayonet release mem- 
tion will be indicated in the appended claims. ber is biased downwardly by a spring 42 caught under 

The present application is a division of my copending 50 compression between said pad and the lower edge of the 
application Serial No. 325,317 for Bayonets and Method shank. 
for Making the Same, filed December 11, 1952. Latching fingers 44 integral with the rear ends of the 

In the accompanying drawing in which is shobvn one arms 34 are located on opposite sides of the shank and 
of the various possible embodiments of the invention, project above the top thereof when the pad is in idle, i. e. 

Fig. 1 is a side view of a bayonet constructed in accord- 55 ~owermost, position. Sufficient space is provided between 
ance with the present invention; the pad and shank to permit the fingers to be depressed to 

Figs. 2 and 3 are sectional views taken substantially the level of the shank. Pushing the pad upwardly toward 
along the lines 2-2 and 3-3 of Fig. 1 ;  the shank against the restoring force of the spring 42 thus 

I Fig. 4 is a side view of the bayonet handle with the will enable the latching fingers to be lowered to clear the 

I cover pieces removed; shank. 
Fig. 5 is a top view of the bayonet handle as shown 80 The T-slot is formed from four pieces, to wit, the shank 

i 
in Fig. 4; 14, a flat end plate 45 and a pair of tracks 50. The plate 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view taken substantially along the 45 is centrally apertured to receive a toe 52 projecting 

line 6-6 of Fig. 4; from the rear end of the shank. The plate is seated 
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 6 but illustrating the against shoulders 54 at the base of the tow, the tip of the 

handie during press mounting of the guard; and e5 toe being peened to hold the plate in place. A T-slot 56 
Figs. 8 and 9 are sectional views taken substantially is milled through the end plate with the base of the slot 

along the lines 8-8 and 9-9, respectively, of Fig. 4. aligned with the top of the shank and the side branches 
Referring now in detail to the drawings, the reference of the slot symlnetricaliy protruding beyond opposite 

numeral 10 denotes a bayonet constructed in accordance sides of the shank. The rear end 58 of the slot is flared 
with the present invention and having ti blade 12 with to provide a lead for entry of the standard T-piece of a 
an integral shank 14 which constitutes the spine of the rifle. The tracks 50 are secured, as by riveting, to the 
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shank on opposite sides thereof and immediately in front which achieves all the objects of the in-vention and is well 
of the end plate. The tracks protrude above the shank adapted to meet the conditions of practical use. 
and arc formed on their facing snrfaces with channels 60 As various possible embodiments might be made of the 
that constitute a continuation of the side branches of above invention, and as various changes might be made 
the T-s!ot 55 ia :he end plate. The space between the 5 in the embodiment above set forth, it is to be understood 
q p e r  portions of the tracks (see Fig. 3) constilutes a that all nlatter herein described, or shown in the accom- 
continnation of the stem of the T-slot in the end plate. panying drawing, is to be interpreted as illustrative and 

EacL track has a vertical groove 62 facing the shank liot in a limiting sense. 
and disposed to pass a latching finger 44. The upper Having thus described the invention, there is claimed 
edges cf said fingers project above the shank, as already 10 as new and desired to be secured by Letters Patent: 
described, extendi::g into the T-slot and abutting against 1. A blyonet including a blade with an integral shank, 
ihe npper sides of the channels 60, thus defining the idle shoil!ders at the base of said blade, a guard non-integral 
position of thc operation pad. with the shank and seated on the shoulders, said guard 

The bayonet is attached to a rifle by inserting the button having an aperture through which the shank extends, a 
in the gas chamber opening (not shown) and simulta- 15 pair of plates one on each side of said shank, and means 
neouslp sliding the T-piece (cot shown) into the T-dot. secauing the plates to the shank reinole from said edges, I 
The rear edges of the latching fingers are rounded so clcll plate being flat against the shank from the guard to 
that the T-piece on insertion will cam said fingers down. the securing means and being under compression between 
After the T-piece has passed them, the filigcrs will snap said guard and securing means so that an edge of each 

! ' 
back into place behind it locking the bayonet to the rifle. 20 plate presses agaiast the gnard. 

To release the bayonet the pad is pressed toward the 2. A bayonet as set forth in claim 1 wherein the 7 
shank and the bayocet slid off the rifle. securing means constitutes a rivet. 

The bayonet appearance is finished and the !ocliing 
and releasing assembly protected by cover pieces 64 fitted References Cited in the file of this patent 1 
on ezch side of the shank blade and suitably secured there- 25 UNITED STATES PATENTS 
to as by nuts and bolts 66, one bolt passing through an 
openirrg 65 near the rear of the handle portion and the 1 q 7 7 1 ) 7 7 9  Earnshaw -------------- 29, 1930 

other bolt   as sine through the tubular rivet 24. Said 2~352,013 ROth ------------------ June 2 0 ~  1944 - - 
handle pieces are provided with openings 70 to pass the FOREIGN PATENTS 
operation pad. 30 165,640 Germany -------------- Sept. 16, 1904 

It thus will be seen that there is provided a bayonet 




